We introduce the notion of a saddle operator for highly structured multivariate monotone inclusions involving a mix of set-valued, cocoercive, and Lipschitzian monotone operators, as well as various monotonicity-preserving operations among them. The properties of this saddle operator are investigated, and an asynchronous block-iterative algorithm to find its zeros is designed and analyzed. In turn, this allows us to solve the original system via a novel splitting algorithm of great flexibility in terms of processing the constituent operators individually and exploiting their specific attributes. The case of multivariate minimization problems is discussed.
Introduction
A classical Lagrangian setting for convex minimization is the following. Given real Hilbert spaces H and G with Hilbert direct sum H ⊕ G, proper lower semicontinuous convex functions f : H → ]−∞, +∞] and g : G → ]−∞, +∞], and a bounded linear operator L : H → G, consider the primal problem minimize x∈H f (x) + g(Lx), (1.1) together with its Fenchel-Rockafellar dual [29] minimize v * ∈G f * −L * v * + g * (v * ).
(1.
2)
The primal-dual pair (1.1)-(1.2) can be analyzed through the lens of Rockafellar's saddle formalism [30, 31] The Lagrangian associated with (1.3) is (see [32, Example 4'] or [6, Proposition 19.21] )
+∞, otherwise, (1.5) and the associated saddle operator [30, 31] is the maximally monotone operator S : K ⊕ G → 2 K⊕G defined by
As shown in [30] , a zero (z, v * ) of S is a saddle point of L, and it has the property that z solves (1.3) and v * solves (1.4) . Thus, going back to the original Fenchel-Rockafellar pair (1.1)-(1.2), we learn that, if (x, y, v * ) is a zero of the saddle operator
then x solves (1.1) and v * solves (1.2) . As shown in [15, Section 4.5] , a suitable splitting of S leads to an implementable algorithm to solve (1.1)-(1.2).
A generalization of Fenchel-Rockafellar duality to monotone inclusions was proposed in [26, 28] and further extended in [14] . Given maximally monotone operators A : H → 2 H and B : G → 2 G , and a bounded linear operator L : H → G, the primal problem find x ∈ H such that 0 ∈ Ax + L * B(Lx) (1.8) is paired with the dual problem find v * ∈ G such that 0 ∈ −L A −1 (−L * v * ) + B −1 v * .
(1.9)
Following the same pattern as that described above, let us consider the saddle operator S : H ⊕ G ⊕ G → 2 H⊕G⊕G : (x, y, v * ) → Ax + L * v * × By − v * × −Lx + y .
(1.10)
It is readily shown that, if (x, y, v * ) is a zero of S, then x solves (1.8) and v * solves (1.9). We call the problem of finding a zero of S the saddle form of (1.8)- (1.9) . The goal of the present paper is to extend this saddle operator technology to analyze the much more complex Problem 1.1 described below, and to devise operator splitting algorithms for solving it. Problem 1.1 has a vast array of concrete instantiations in areas such as game theory [2, 34] , nonoverlapping domain decomposition [3] , image recovery [4, 8] , sparse regression [9] , mean field games [11] , statistics [17] , signal processing [18] , partial differential equations [19] , location problems [20] , convex programming [23] , tensor completion [24] , and optimal transport [25] . Recall (see [6] for background on monotone operators) that the parallel sum of two set-valued operators B : G → 2 G and D : G → 2 G is B D = (B −1 + D −1 ) −1 and that C : H → H is cocoercive with constant α ∈ ]0, +∞[ if
(1.11) Problem 1.1 Let (H i ) i∈I and (G k ) k∈K be finite families of real Hilbert spaces. For every i ∈ I and every k ∈ K, let s * i ∈ H i , let r k ∈ G k , and suppose that the following are satisfied:
[a] A i : H i → 2 H i is maximally monotone, C i : H i → H i is cocoercive with constant α c i ∈ ]0, +∞[, and Q i : H i → H i is monotone and Lipschitzian with constant α l i ∈ [0, +∞[.
[b] B m k : G k → 2 G k is maximally monotone, B c k : G k → G k is cocoercive with constant β c k ∈ ]0, +∞[, and B l k : G k → G k is monotone and Lipschitzian with constant β l k ∈ [0, +∞[.
[c] D m k : G k → 2 G k is maximally monotone, D c k : G k → G k is cocoercive with constant δ c k ∈ ]0, +∞[, and D l k : G k → G k is monotone and Lipschitzian with constant δ l k ∈ [0, +∞[.
[d] L ki : H i → G k is a bounded linear operator.
The objective is to solve the primal problem
and the associated dual problem
Our highly structured model involves three basic monotonicity preserving operations, namely addition, composition with linear operators, and parallel sum. It extends the state-of-the-art model of [14] , where the simpler form
of the system in (1.12) was investigated. We further improve on the state-of-the-art by designing an algorithm to solve Problem 1.1 that combines the following features:
➀ It has the ability to process all the constituent operators individually and exploit their specific attributes, e.g., set-valuedness, cocoercivity, and Lipschitz continuity.
➁ It is block-iterative in the sense that it does not need to activate all the operators at every iteration, but only a subgroup of them.
➂ It is asynchronous in the sense that, at any iteration, it has the ability to incorporate the result of calculations initiated at earlier iterations.
➃ Each set-valued monotone operator is scaled by its own, iteration-dependent, parameter.
➄ It does not require knowledge of the norms of the linear operators involved in the model.
Our general framework captures a wide class of existing strategies in monotone operator splitting. For instance, the method of [16] has features ➀-➄, but its model involves no parallel sum, no cocoercive operator, and no Lipschitzian operator. In [14] , the operators
and (D l k ) k∈K are zero, the operators ((D m k ) −1 ) k∈K are Lipschitzian, and the algorithm does not have features ➁-➄. In [7] , I = {1}, C 1 = Q 1 = 0, and, for every k ∈ K, B c k = B l k = D c k = D l k = 0, and the algorithm does not have features ➁-➄. In [10] , I = {1} and, for every k ∈ K, B c k = B l k = D c k = D l k = 0 and the operator D m k is strongly monotone. In addition, the algorithm of [10] does not have features ➁-➄. The algorithm of [21] has features ➀-➄, but in the simpler scenario where I = {1}, K = K m ∪ K l , and the problem is to find a zero of [22] , I = {1} and the problem is to find a zero of
which is solved via an algorithm having features ➀, ➃, and ➄.
Solving the intricate Problem 1.1 with the requirement ➀ does not seem possible with existing tools. The presence of requirements ➁-➄ further complicates this task. Our strategy to circumvent these difficulties is to introduce a saddle form of Problem 1.1 in the spirit of (1.10) that will be shown to be amenable to an efficient splitting of the problem. This is done in Section 2, where we introduce this saddle form, study its properties, and propose outer approximation principles to solve it. In Section 3, our main asynchronous block-iterative algorithms are presented and their convergence is established. The specialization to the multivariate minimization setting is discussed in Section 4. Appendix A contains auxiliary results.
Notation. The notation used in this paper is standard and follows [6] , to which one can refer for background and complements on monotone operators and convex analysis. Let K be a real Hilbert space. The symbols · | · and · denote, respectively, the scalar product of K and the associated norm. The expressions x n ⇀ x and x n → x denote, respectively, the weak and the strong convergence of a sequence (x n ) n∈N to x in K, and 2 K denotes the family of all subsets of K. Let A : 15) and it is maximally monotone if, for every (x, x * ) ∈ K × K,
If A is maximally monotone, then J A is a single-valued operator defined on K.
The saddle form of Problem 1.1
Let us first introduce the saddle operator associated with our problem.
Definition 2.1
In the setting of Problem 1.1, let
The saddle operator associated with Problem 1.1 is
and the saddle form of Problem 1.1 is to
Next, we establish some properties of the saddle operator as well as connections with Problem 1.1.
Proposition 2.2
Consider the setting of Problem 1.1 and Definition 2.1. Let P be the set of solutions to (1.12) , let D be the set of solutions to (1.13) , and let
be the associated Kuhn-Tucker set. Then the following hold:
(i) S is maximally monotone.
(ii) zer S is closed and convex.
(v) Suppose that one of the following holds:
(a) I is a singleton.
is at most single-valued and strictly monotone.
(2.5)
Then K = H ⊕ G ⊕ G ⊕ G and the adjoint of L is
Hence, in view of (2.2) and (2.5),
(i): Let us introduce the operators 
and from (1.13) that
Thus v * ∈ D by (2.11). In addition, (2.4) implies that
and, therefore, that
Hence, x ∈ P. To summarize, we have shown that Z ⊂ P × D. It remains to show that (x, v * ) ∈ Z.
Since 0 ∈ Sx, it follows from (2.7) that s
(iv): The implication zer S = ∅ ⇒ P = ∅ follows from (iii). We derive from (2.11) and (2.10) that
(2.14)
However, (iii) asserts that zer S = ∅ ⇒ Z = ∅. Therefore, it remains to show that Z = ∅ ⇒ zer S = ∅. Towards this end, suppose that Z = ∅. In the light of (2.10), there exists (
(v): In the light of (iv), it suffices to establish that P = ∅ ⇒ D = ∅. Suppose that (x i ) i∈I ∈ P.
(v)(a): Suppose that I = {1}. Then (1.12) becomes find
Remark 2.3
Some noteworthy observations about Proposition 2.2 are the following.
(i) The Kuhn-Tucker set (2.4) extends to Problem 1.1 the corresponding notion introduced some special cases in [1, 16] .
(ii) In connection with Proposition 2.2(v), we note that the implication P = ∅ ⇒ Z = ∅ is implicitly used in [16, Theorems 13 and 15] , where one requires Z = ∅ but merely assumes P = ∅. However, this implication is not true in general (a similar oversight is found in [1, 27, 33] ). Indeed, consider as a special case of (1.12), the problem of solving the 2 × 2 system
(iii) As stated in Proposition 2.2(iii), a Kuhn-Tucker point is a solution to (1.12)-(1.13). In the simpler setting considered in [16] , a splitting algorithm was devised for finding such a point. However, in the more general context of Problem 1.1, there does not seem to exist a path from the Kuhn-Tucker formalism to an algorithm that is fully split in the sense of ➀. This motivates our approach, which consists in finding a zero of the saddle operator S, which is defined on a bigger space and, thereby, offers more flexibility.
The following operators will induce a decomposition of the saddle operator that will lead to a splitting algorithm compliant with our requirements ➀-➄.
Definition 2.4
In the setting of Definition 2.1, let
and
Proposition 2.5 Consider the setting of Problem 1.1 and of Definitions 2.1 and 2.4. Then the following hold:
which shows that C is α-cocoercive.
Next, we investigate the problem of solving the saddle form of Problem 1.1 via generic outer approximation methods. The first result describes a method to generate an outer approximation to its solution set in the form of a half-space. 
Then zer S ⊂ H.
Proof. Suppose that z ∈ zer S. We then deduce from Proposition 2.5(i) that −Cz ∈ M z and from our assumption that p * ∈ M p. Hence, since M is monotone by virtue of Proposition 2.5(ii), it follows that z − p | p * + Cz 0. In turn, since Proposition 2.5(iii) asserts that C is α-cocoercive, we infer from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that
and, therefore, that z ∈ H.
The following method operates via successive projections onto the outer approximations constructed in Proposition 2.6. 
(2.24)
Then the following hold:
(iv) Suppose that x n − p n ⇀ 0, p n − q n → 0, and t * n → 0. Then (x n ) n∈N converges weakly to a point in zer S.
Proof. (i)&(ii): Let us note that Proposition 2.2(ii) ensures that zer S is a nonempty closed convex subset of K. Now, for every n ∈ N, set η n = (4α) −1 p n − q n 2 + p n | t * n and H n = x ∈ K | x | t * n η n . On the one hand, according to Proposition 2.6, (∀n ∈ N) zer S ⊂ H n . On the other hand, (2.24) gives (∀n ∈ N) ∆ n = x n | t * n − η n . Altogether, (2.24) is an instantiation of (A.3). The claims thus follow from Lemma A.4(i)&(ii).
(iv): Let x ∈ K, let (k n ) n∈N be a strictly increasing sequence in N, and suppose that x kn ⇀ x. By assumption, p kn = (p kn − x kn ) + x kn ⇀ x. In addition, (2.24) and Proposition 2.5(i) imply that (p kn , p * kn + Cp kn ) n∈N lies in gra (M + C) = gra S. We also note that, since C is (1/α)-Lipschitzian by Proposition 2.5(iii), the triangle inequality yields p * n + Cp n = t * n − Cq n + Cp n t * n + Cp n − Cq n t * n + p n − q n /α → 0. Altogether, since S is maximally monotone by Proposition 2.2(i), it results from [6, Proposition 20.38(ii) ] that x ∈ zer S. Consequently, Lemma A.4(iii) guarantees that (x n ) n∈N converges weakly to a point in zer S.
The next outer approximation scheme is a variant of the previous one that guarantees strong convergence to a specific zero of the saddle operator. 
(2.25)
(iii) Suppose that (t * n ) n∈N is bounded. Then lim ∆ n 0. (iv) Suppose that x n − p n ⇀ 0, p n − q n → 0, and t * n → 0, Then x n → proj zer S x 0 .
Proof. Set (∀n ∈ N) η n = (4α) −1 p n − q n 2 + p n | t * n and H n = x ∈ K | x | t * n η n . As seen in the proof of Proposition 2.7, zer S is a nonempty closed convex subset of K and, for every n ∈ N, zer S ⊂ H n and ∆ n = x n | t * n − η n . This makes (2.25) an instance of (A.4). (iii): Set µ = sup n∈N t * n . Take n ∈ N and consider the following alternatives.
• ∆ n > 0: By construction of H n , proj Hn x n = x n − (∆ n / t * n 2 ) t * n . This implies that ∆ n = t * n proj Hn x n − x n µ proj Hn x n − x n .
• ∆ n 0: Then x n ∈ H n and therefore ∆ n 0 = µ proj Hn x n − x n .
Altogether, (∀n ∈ N) ∆ n µ proj Hn x n − x n . Consequently, Lemma A.5(ii) yields lim ∆ n 0.
(iv): Follow the same procedure as in the proof of Proposition 2.7(iv), invoking Lemma A.5(iii) instead of Lemma A.4(iii).
Asynchronous block-iterative outer approximation methods
As stated in Section 1, our goal is to exploit the saddle form of Problem 1.1 described in Section 2 to obtain splitting algorithms with features ➀-➄. Let us comment on the impact of features ➀-➃ on the algorithmic structure of our algorithms.
➀ For every i ∈ I and k ∈ K, each single-valued operator
and D l k must be activated individually via a forward step, whereas each of the set-valued operators A m i , B m k , and D m k must be used individually via a backward resolvent step.
➁ At iteration n, only operators indexed by subgroups I n ⊂ I and K n ⊂ K of indices need to be involved, in the sense that the results of their evaluations are incorporated. This considerably reduces the computational load compared to standard methods, which require the use of all the operators at every iteration. Assumption 3.2[a] below regulates the frequency at which the indices should be chosen over time.
➂ When an operator is involved at iteration n, its evaluation can be made at a point based on data available at an earlier iteration. This makes it possible to initiate a computation at a given iteration and incorporate its result at a later time. Assumption 3.2[b] below controls the lag allowed in the process of using past data.
➃ Assumption 3.1 below describes the range allowed for the various scaling parameters in terms of the cocoercivity and Lipschitz constants of the operators. 
1)
and suppose that the following are satisfied:
[a] For every i ∈ I, (γ i,n ) n∈N lies in ε, 1/(α l i + σ) .
[b] For every k ∈ K, (µ k,n ) n∈N lies in ε, 1/(β l k + σ) , (ν k,n ) n∈N lies in ε, 1/(δ l k + σ) , and (σ k,n ) n∈N lies in [ε, 1/ε].
[c] (x i,0 ) i∈I lies in i∈I H i , and (y k,0 ) k∈K , (z k,0 ) k∈K , and (v * k,0 ) k∈K lie in k∈K G k . [b] T ∈ N and, for every i ∈ I and every k ∈ K, (π i (n)) n∈N and (ω k (n)) n∈N are sequences in N such that (∀n ∈ N) n − T π i (n) n and n − T ω k (n) n.
Our first algorithm is patterned after the abstract outer approximation principle described in Proposition 2.7. Algorithm 3.3 Consider the setting of Problem 1.1 and suppose that Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 are in force. Let (λ n ) n∈N be a sequence in [ε, 2 − ε] and iterate for n = 0, 1, . . .
k,n = q * k,n−1 ; t * k,n = t * k,n−1 ; e k,n = r k + b k,n + d k,n − i∈I L ki a i,n ; η k,n = η k,n−1 ; for every i ∈ I p * i,n = a * i,n + k∈K L * ki e * k,n ; ∆ n = −(4α) −1 i∈I ξ i,n + k∈K η k,n + i∈I x i,n − a i,n | p * i,n + k∈K y k,n − b k,n | q * k,n + z k,n − d k,n | t * k,n + e k,n | v * k,n − e * k,n ;
2 + e k,n 2 ; for every i ∈ I x i,n+1 = x i,n − θ n p * i,n ; for every k ∈ K y k,n+1 = y k,n − θ n q * k,n ; z k,n+1 = z k,n − θ n t * k,n ; v * k,n+1 = v * k,n − θ n e k,n ;
The convergence properties of Algorithm 3.3 are laid out in the following theorem. (i) For every i ∈ I, n∈N x i,n+1 − x i,n 2 < +∞.
(ii) For every k ∈ K, n∈N y k,n+1 −y k,n 2 < +∞, n∈N z k,n+1 −z k,n 2 < +∞, and n∈N v * k,n+1 − v * k,n 2 < +∞.
(iii) There exist a solution (x i ) i∈I to (1.12) and a solution (v * k ) k∈K to (1.13) such that, for every i ∈ I, x i,n ⇀ x i , and for every k ∈ K, v * k,n ⇀ v * k . In addition, ((x i ) i∈I , (v * k ) k∈K ) is a Kuhn-Tucker point in the sense of (2.4).
Proof. We use the notation of Definitions 2.1 and 2.4. We first observe that Proposition 2.2(iv) asserts that zer S = ∅. Next, let us verify that (3.3) is a special case of (2.24). For every i ∈ I, let us denote by ϑ i (n) the most recent iteration preceding an iteration n at which the results of the evaluation of the operators (A i , C i , Q i ) were incorporated, and by ϑ i (n) the iteration at which the corresponding calculations were initiated, namely, ϑ i (n) = max j ∈ N | j n and i ∈ I j and ϑ i (n) = π i ϑ i (n) . Similarly, we define
By virtue of (3.3),
(3.7)
In turn, it results from (3.3), (3.5), and (3.7) that
(3.8)
To proceed further, we fix n ∈ N and set 
Analogously, for every k ∈ K, we invoke (3.3), (3.5), and (3.8) to obtain
In addition, (3.3) asserts that (∀k ∈ K) e k,n = r k + b k,n + d k,n − i∈I L ki a i,n . Hence, using (3.9) and (2.19) , we deduce that p * n ∈ M p n . Next, it results from (3.9) and (2.20) that t * n = p * n + Cq n . Moreover, (3.3)-(3.5) and (3.9) entail that
and, in turn, that
To sum up, (3.3) is an instantiation of (2.24). 
Next, invoking (3.3), (3.17) , the fact that (Q i ) i∈I and (C i ) i∈I are Lipschitzian, and Assumption 3.1[a], we deduce that
It thus follows from (3.3), (3.4), and Lemma A.1 that 
Therefore (3.3), (3.5), and Lemma A.1 imply that 
Hence, we infer from (3.9) that (t * n ) n∈N is bounded and, in turn, from Proposition 2.7(iii) and (3.15 ) that lim x n − p n | t * n − (4α) −1 p n − q n 2 = lim ∆ n 0.
(3.28)
Let L be as in (2.5) and let us introduce the operators
In addition, we set, for every n ∈ N, 
while (3.3) and (3.5) entail that
Likewise, 
At the same time, in view of (i), (ii), (3.4), (3.5), and Assumption 3.2, we deduce from Lemma A.3 that (3.38) , v n − w n = x n − x n → 0. It therefore follows from (3.39) that v n | v * n + w n | w * n − w n | t * n = v n − w n | v * n + w n | v * n + w * n − t * n → 0. However, since W * = −W in view of (3.29), (3.31) gives (∀n ∈ N) w n | w * n = 0. Thus, (3.15), (3.31), and (3.28) imply that 
Hence, since σ > 1/(4α) by (3.1), taking the limit superior in (3.41) yields
(3.42) Therefore, (3.9), (3.31), and (3.38) force x n − p n → 0 and x n − p n → 0. In turn, since E n x n − E n p n χ x n − p n → 0 by virtue of (3.33), we derive from (3.37) and (3.39) that
Hence, Proposition 2.7(iv) guarantees that there exists x = (x, y, z, v * ) ∈ zer S for which x n ⇀ x.
Consequently, for every i ∈ I and every k ∈ K, x i,n ⇀ x i and v * k,n ⇀ v * k . Finally, Proposition 2.2(iii) asserts that (x, v * ) lies in the set of Kuhn-Tucker points (2.4) , that x solves (1.12), and that v * solves (1.13).
Some infinite-dimensional applications require strong convergence of the iterates; see e.g., [3] . This will be guaranteed by the following variant of Algorithm 3.3, which hinges on the principle outlined in Proposition 2.8. 
; e * k,n = e * k,n−1 ; q * k,n = q * k,n−1 ; t * k,n = t * k,n−1 ; e k,n = r k + b k,n + d k,n − i∈I L ki a i,n ; η k,n = η k,n−1 ; for every i ∈ I p * i,n = a * i,n + k∈K L * ki e * k,n ; ∆ n = −(4α) −1 i∈I ξ i,n + k∈K η k,n + i∈I x i,n − a i,n | p * i,n + k∈K y k,n − b k,n | q * k,n + z k,n − d k,n | t * k,n + e k,n | v * k,n − e * k,n ;
if χ n ∆ n ρ n κ n = 0; λ n = ∆ n + χ n /τ n ; else κ n = 1 − χ n ∆ n /ρ n ; λ n = ς n ∆ n /ρ n ;
for every i ∈ I x i,n+1 = (1 − κ n )x i,0 + κ n x i,n − λ n p * i,n ; for every k ∈ K     y k,n+1 = (1 − κ n )y k,0 + κ n y k,n − λ n q * k,n ; z k,n+1 = (1 − κ n )z k,0 + κ n z k,n − λ n t * k,n ; v * k,n+1 = (1 − κ n )v * k,0 + κ n v * k,n − λ n e k,n ;
for every i ∈ I x i,n+1 = x i,n ; for every k ∈ K y k,n+1 = y k,n ; z k,n+1 = z k,n ; v * k,n+1 = v * k,n .
Theorem 3.6 Consider the setting of Algorithm 3.5 and suppose that the dual problem (1.13) has a solution. Then the following hold:
(iii) There exist a solution (x i ) i∈I to (1.12 ) and a solution (v * k ) k∈K to (1.13) such that, for every i ∈ I, x i,n → x i and, for every
is a Kuhn-Tucker point in the sense of (2.4).
Proof. Proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.4 and use Proposition 2.8 instead of Proposition 2.7.
Application to multivariate minimization
Some additional tools are required in this section.
Notation. Let K be a real Hilbert space. We denote by Γ 0 (K) the class of lower semicontinuous convex functions f :
The conjugate of f is the function Γ 0 (K) ∋ f * : x * → sup x∈K ( x | x * − f (x)) and the subdifferential of f is the maximally monotone operator ∂f :
For every x ∈ K, the unique minimizer of the function f + (1/2) · − x 2 is denoted by prox f x. Given h ∈ Γ 0 (K), the infimal convolution of f and h is f h : K → [−∞, +∞] : x → inf y∈K f (y) + h(x − y) . Let (K i ) i∈I be a finite family of real Hilbert spaces and, for every i ∈ I, let f i : K i → ]−∞, +∞]. Then i∈I f i :
(4.1)
Now let C be a nonempty convex subset of K. A point x ∈ C belongs to the strong relative interior of C, in symbols x ∈ sri C, if λ∈]0,+∞[ λ(C − x) is a closed vector subspace of K.
We consider the following composite multivariate minimization problem (see [14, 16] and the references therein for special cases).
Problem 4.1
Let (H i ) i∈I and (G k ) k∈K be finite families of real Hilbert spaces. For every i ∈ I and every k ∈ K, let f i ∈ Γ 0 (H i ), let α i ∈ ]0, +∞[, let ϕ i : H i → R be convex and differentiable with a (1/α i )-Lipschitzian gradient, let g k ∈ Γ 0 (G k ), let h k ∈ Γ 0 (G k ), let β k ∈ ]0, +∞[, let ψ k : G k → R be convex and differentiable with a (1/β k )-Lipschitzian gradient, and suppose that L ki : H i → G k is a nonzero bounded linear operator. The objective is to solve the primal problem minimize
together with its dual
The following proximal splitting method is derived from Algorithm 3.3. 
; q * k,n = b * k,n − e * k,n ; t * k,n = d * k,n − e * k,n ; e k,n = b k,n + d k,n − i∈I L ki a i,n ; η k,n = b k,n − y k,ω k (n) 2 + d k,n − z k,ω k (n) 2 ; for every k ∈ K K n b k,n = b k,n−1 ; b * k,n = b * k,n−1 ; d k,n = d k,n−1 ; d * k,n = d * k,n−1 ; e * k,n = e * k,n−1 ; q * k,n = q * k,n−1 ; t * k,n = t * k,n−1 ; e k,n = b k,n + d k,n − i∈I L ki a i,n ; η k,n = η k,n−1 ; for every i ∈ I p * i,n = a * i,n + k∈K L * ki e * k,n ; ∆ n = −(4α) −1 i∈I ξ i,n + k∈K η k,n + i∈I x i,n − a i,n | p * i,n
2 + e k,n 2 ; for every i ∈ I x i,n+1 = x i,n − θ n p * i,n ; for every k ∈ K y k,n+1 = y k,n − θ n q * k,n ; z k,n+1 = z k,n − θ n t * k,n ; v * k,n+1 = v * k,n − θ n e k,n ; else        for every i ∈ I x i,n+1 = x i,n ; for every k ∈ K y k,n+1 = y k,n ; z k,n+1 = z k,n ; v * k,n+1 = v * k,n . and that Problem 4.1 admits a Kuhn-Tucker point, that is, there exist (x i ) i∈I ∈ i∈I H i and (ṽ * k ) k∈K ∈ k∈K G k such that
(4.6)
Then there exist a solution (x i ) i∈I to (4.2) and a solution (v * k ) k∈K to (4.3) such that, for every i ∈ I, x i,n ⇀ x i and, for every k ∈ K, v * k,n ⇀ v * k .
Proof. Set together with its dual find (v * k ) k∈K ∈ G such that ∃ (x i ) i∈I ∈ H (∀i ∈ I)(∀k ∈ K)
(4.13)
We denote by P and D the sets of solutions to (4.12) and (4.13), respectively. Let us observe that, in the setting of (4.7), Algorithm 4.2 is an application of Algorithm 3.3 to the primal-dual problems (4.12) and (4.13). Furthermore, (4.6) and Proposition 2.2(iv) assert that D = ∅. According to Theorem 3.4(iii), there exist x = (x i ) i∈I ∈ P and v * = (v * k ) k∈K ∈ D such that which proves the assertion.
Lemma A.3 Let I be a nonempty finite set, let (I n ) n∈N be nonempty subsets of I, let P ∈ N, and let (x n ) n∈N be a sequence in K. Suppose that n∈N x n+1 − x n 2 < +∞, I 0 = I, and (∀n ∈ N) n+P j=n I j = I. Furthermore, let T ∈ N, let i ∈ I, and let (π i (n)) n∈N be a sequence in N such that (∀n ∈ N) n − T π i (n) n. For every n ∈ N, set ϑ i (n) = max j ∈ N | j n and i ∈ I j and ϑ i (n) = π i (ϑ i (n)). Then x ϑ i (n) − x n → 0.
